
Revision Test 3 
MAXIMUM MARKS 3o 

A. Underline the adverbs in these sentences. 
1. The girl is sleeping soundly. 
2. The washerwoman is singing merrily. 
3. Rohan has gone out. 
4. You must finish your homework now. 

B. Rewrite these sentences by replacing the underlined words with an adverb. 
ude 

1. Mona spoke in a rude manner to her brother. 
qrace{ully 

2. The swans were swimming in a graceful manner in the lake. 
angru 3. Tina walked out of the room in angër. 

wisely 4. The king ruled in a wise manner for many years. 

6 
C. Circle the adverbs. 

1. The children played (happy / happily) in school. 

2. Rohit ate his food (quick/ quickly). 
3. The goat ran and (the/ then) jumped over the fence. 

4. The rabbit (swift/ swiftly) hid behind the bush. 

5. The lazy boy was (always /fast) late for school. 

6. Bela's mother (rarely/ a) scolds her. 

2 
D. Change the adjectives into adverbs. 

Ktndly 3. pleasant pleaiautt 1. kind 

4. playful plad Lul 2. poor 

3 
E. Circle the correct preposition. 

1. My teacher was angry (beside/ with) me because I was talking in class. 2. The table is laden (with/ ot) food. 

aden Ravly 
3. The man hid (in/ into) the car. 

oaded 
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3 
E. Underline the prepositions in these sentences. 

1. Rohit and Mummy ran to catch the bus in time.. 
2. Leela is waiting at the bus stop. 
3. The potato rolled into the bag. 

G. Use or and or but to fill in the blanks. 

1 Will you have something cold to drink Qr 
something hot? 

and Rohini have gone shopping. 

bu she lost the game. 

bu 

2. Rita 

3 Neena tried hard 

4. Prakash is sad hopeful. 
2 

H. Circle the conjunctions in these sentences. 

1. Rani was sad(but) hopeful. 

2. Mother(or Father will bring Ravi home. 

3. Geeta andI are close friends. 

4. Will you go to the shop or) should I send Rahul? 

2 

I. Join each pair of sentences using the conjunction in the brackets. 

1. Mani could not lift the bench. It was very heavy. (because) 

2. You can have grapes. You can have mangoes. (or) 

3. Grandmother cannot read. Her glasses are broken. (since) 

4. We will have a cold winter. It rains all the time. (if) 

AnRwe 

1 Mani Could not ift the bench bean 

hea 

ecouwnR ench 

Veru it was 

have Tapes 
On 1ang 

Le ad 
. ou Car 

Since herL 

Cannot 
rland moBhert 

oroken alasses ar broken 

ave a Cold winter raLn 
e 

h 
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